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FIEMME TOUR DE SKI TRILOGY
HIGH HOPES FOR THE ITALIAN TEAM 

Tour de Ski competitions in Val di Fiemme on January 6th-7th-8th 
Good job in Beitostølen (NOR) for the Italian team: Mocellini 2nd, De Fabiani 6th and Ganz 13th 
Cup standing leaders from Norway with Golberg and Weng
World Cup in Davos in the weekend, last trial before the Tour


On January 6th, the white circus of cross-country skiing is coming to Val di Fiemme to close the seven competitions of the 17th Tour de Ski. The popular ‘traveling’ race starts in Val Müstair (Switzerland) on December 31st and moves to Oberstdorf (GER) on January 3rd-4th. The final act stages in Lago di Tesero Cross Country Stadium on Friday 6th with the Sprint, 15 km Mass Start on Saturday 7th and the awaited Final Climb on Alpe Cermis on Sunday January 8th. 
Athletes’ selection has not been revealed yet, but some of the strongest skiers gave something away. The Norwegian Heidi Weng, after her third place at Lillehammer’s 10 km and second place in Beitostølen’s Mixed Relay (with her teammates Anne Kjersti Kalvaa, Martin Loewstroem Nyenget and Emil Iversen) decided for some rest. She is missing next weekend competitions in Davos in order to train and save some energies for the Tour de Ski. She is not hiding her strong predilection for the Tour, which she has already won twice (2017-2018), beyond other four times on the podium, one last year. Lights on Frida Karlsson too, first in Lillehammer’s Mass Start after an exciting duel with the Norwegian Tiril Weng; Ebba Andersson, best performance on Cermis in 2021, has not said anything yet. She is the one who took Sweden back on podium after 2017, when Stina Nilsson got a third place after the great victory of Charlotte Kalla in 2008.
Italy has been showing its best lately. Simone Mocellini wrong-footed everyone getting a silver medal in Beitostølen’s Sprint, won by the French Richard Jouve. Francesco De Fabiani ended with a good 6th place in the CT 10 km. Caterina Ganz got closer to the Top10 with her 13th place in the CT 10 km, dominated by the Finnish Kerttu Niskanen.
Federico Pellegrino deserved some rest after the first six World Cup competitions between Finland and Norway. He got his first distance podium and a second place in the Sprint. He is now enjoying some home time with his wife Greta Laurent, waiting for their baby to be born.
Next competitions in Davos (SUI) are key to understand the average level of this first part of the season. Looking at the current World Cup standings, Norway is on top. Paal Golberg leads the men ranking with 756 points, followed by Johannes Hoesflot Klaebo (430 pt) and Martin Loewstroem Nyenget (426 pt). Norway is leading women ranking too with Tiril Weng, followed by the Swedish Frida Karlsson and the American Jessie Diggins.
After the 20 km on Sunday 18th, World Cup takes a Christmas break, coming back to Switzerland on New Year’s Eve with Tour de Ski first act.
The long weekend in Val di Fiemme guarantees fun and extraordinary show. Sprint is pure adrenaline, Mass Start is one of the toughest in the world and Final Climb is a World Cup gem. The Olympic tracks of Lago di Tesero Cross Country Stadium and Alpe Cermis are waiting for World Cup’s stars.

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com







